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I. INTRODUCTION
It has long been stipulated that excitation of the gluon
field would appear in the spectrum of hadrons. Hybrid
resonances, i.e. states that contain both quark and gluon
excitations, were considered in various models, [1–6], and
recent lattice simulations [7–9] have provided solid theo-
retical evidence for such states. Moreover, in recent years
several new states, in particular in the charmonium spec-
trum have been discovered possibly including a hybrid
resonance, the Y (4260). Conventional heavy quarkonia
are well described by non-relativistic QCD [10]. Thus
it is reasonable to expect that hybrids containing heavy
quarks could be treated in a similar way, i.e. by con-
sidering gluon excitations in presence of slowly moving
quarks. In physical gauges, e.g. the Coulomb gauge, dy-
namical gluons can be separated from the instantaneous
Coulomb-type forces that act between color charges [11–
17]. The non-abelian Coulomb potential is expected to be
responsible for binding and confinement [18, 19] while the
remaining, transverse gluon excitations could contribute
to the spectrum.
To a good approximation heavy quarks interact with
photons as bare Dirac particles. Thus radiative tran-
sitions can be used to explore quarkonium dynamics.
We assume that this phenomenology can be extended
to quarkonium hybrids. Over the years several radia-
tive transitions involving charmonia have been measured
[20–22] and extensive theoretical studies were performed
[23–26]. More recently lattice gauge simulations have be-
come available [27, 28] and these also include predictions
for transitions involving hybrid mesons [29, 30].
In this work we focus on radiative transitions involv-
ing lowest mass conventional charmonia and the lowest
mass multiplet of charmonium hybrids. The ordinary
cc¯ states we consider have quark orbital angular momen-
tum and spin restricted to the lowest values, of L, S = 0, 1
that results in states with angular momentum, parity and
charge conjugation, JPC = 0−+, 1−−, 1+−, (0, 1, 2)++.
∗Electronic address: pguo@jlab.org
In the non-relativistic, Coulomb gauge QCD the low-
est mass charmonium hybrid multiplet is predicted to
contain a color-octet cc¯ pair with J
PqCq
q = 0−+ or 1−−
corresponding to the total quark-antiquark spin S = 0
and S = 1, respectively, coupled to a single quasi-gluon.
This physical, transverse gluon is predicted to have quan-
tum numbers, J
PgCg
g = 1+−. The unusual, positive
parity of the gluon originates from the non-abelian na-
ture of the Coulomb interactions [14, 15]. Coupling of
the cc¯ and the gluon produces a multiplet containing
four hybrid states, with overall quantum numbers of
JPC = 1−−, (0, 1, 2)−+. This four state multiplet has
been recently identified in lattice simulations, both in
the heavy and light quark sectors. It includes the exotic
state with JPC = 1−+ and three states with non-exotic
quantum numbers, 1−−, 0−+, 2−+. The gluon content of
the former was identified trough determination of matrix
elements of operators containing gluon fields [27, 29, 30]
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we de-
tail the Coulomb gauge approach to conventional char-
monium radiative transitions and to transitions involving
hybrid mesons. We discuss the basis states for ordinary
cc¯ mesons and cc¯g hybrids and the corresponding transi-
tion matrix elements. In Section III a multipole analysis
of the radiative transitions is presented. We also dis-
cuss current matrix elements involving states of identical
charge conjugation. These vanish when photon couples
to both the quark and the antiquark but are in general
finite when the current operator acts on a single quark.
They are well defined within the model and have also
been computed on the lattice. Summary and outlook
are given in Section IV and all details of derivations are
given in the appendices.
II. QUARKONIUM STATES IN THE
COULOMB GAUGE
The QCD Hamiltonian HQCD, which describes non-
relativistic quarks interacting with (relativistic) gluons
can be constructed from the full QCD Hamiltonian in the
Coulomb gauge by applying Foldy-Wouthuysen transfor-
mation [31]. This Hamiltonian was used to study the
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2gluelump spectrum [14] and the low mass charmonia and
bottomonia including hybrids [15]. In addition to the
strong interaction part, here we also consider the mini-
mal coupling of the photon to the quarks, which in the
non-relativistic limit is given by
HQED =
eq
2m
∫
dxΨ†(x)β[2iAγ(x) · ∇−Σ ·Bγ(x)]Ψ(x)
(1)
where Aγ and Bγ are the photon vector potential and
magnetic field, respectively. The quark fields are related
to particle operators by
Ψi(x) =
∑
λ=±1/2
∫
dk
(2pi)3
eik·x[uλb(k, λ, i)+vλd†(−k, λ, i)]
(2)
with u, v being the Dirac spinors in the non-relativistic
limit. Given an (approximate) solution of the
Schro¨dingier equation
HQCD|N [cc¯]〉 = EN |N [cc¯]〉 (3)
within the Fock sector containing only the heavy quark-
antiquark pair the QED interaction of Eq. (1) determines
the radiative transition matrix element,
MN→N ′γ ∝ 〈N ′[cc¯], γ|HQED|N [cc¯]〉 (4)
between ordinary charmonia. In the case of transitions
involving hybrids, which are given by solutions of
HQCD|N [cc¯g]〉 = EN |N [cc¯g]〉 (5)
in the sector containing in addition to the cc¯ pair a trans-
verse quasi-gluon, the radiative transition to an ordinary
meson state has to be accompanied by gluon absorption.
To lowest order in the heavy quark mass expansion the
later is determined by the instantaneous Coulomb inter-
action that changes the gluon number, 〈cc¯|HC |cc¯g〉. Here
HC given by
HC = −g
2
2
∫
dxdyρa(x)Ka,b(x,y,Ag)ρ
b(y) (6)
and ρa(x) = Ψ†(x)T aΨ(x) is the quark color charge den-
sity and the gluon field Ag is related to the quasi-gluon
particle operators by
Aag(x) =
∫
dk
(2pi)3
eik·x√
2ω(k)
[(k, λ)a(k, λ, a)
+ †(−k, λ)a†(−k, λ, a)],
(7)
with λ, a being the helicity and color indices, respectively
and (k, λ) the helicity vectors. The quasi-gluon orbitals
and the quasi-gluons dispersion function ωk = ω(k) have
been studied elsewhere using a variational model for the
QCD vacuum [15]. In the variational model the Coulomb
kernel is replaced by its vacuum expectation value and
the operator which changes the gluon number by one
becomes,
Ka,b = f
abc
∫
dk
(2pi)3
dq
(2pi)3
eikx−iq·yk ·Acg(k−q)K1(k, q)
(8)
with the scalar functionK1(k, q) obtained from a solution
of a series of Dyson-Schwinger equations [32–38]. The
model has been used successfully [39, 40] in the study of
excited adiabatic potentials between static quarks [41],
which can be used to determine the single gluon orbitals
in Eq. (7). Combining Eqs. (1,6) leads to an effective
operators for radiative transitions between hybrid and
ordinary quarkonia
MN→N ′γ ∝ 〈N ′[cc¯], γ|HeffQED|N [cc¯g]〉 (9)
where
HeffQED =
1
2
HCHQED
∆E
(10)
with 1/∆E representing the Green’s function of the cc¯
pair. In the following we calculate the matrix elements
M and the decay widths for several hybrid states. As
discussed previously, we focus on the hybrid states con-
taining quark and antiquark angular momentum L = 0, 1
and spin S = 0, 1. In particular we investigate transi-
tions involving the hybrid with exotic quantum numbers
ηc1(1
−+). This state has been described by lattice cal-
culations [27, 29] and is expected to have a mass around
4.3 GeV.
A. Meson basis and matrix elements.
We represent the N-th quarkonium state of spin J and
its projection M , with parity P and charge conjugation
C and total momentum P as
|P; JMPCN〉 =
∑
α,m1,m2
∫
dq
(2pi)3
ΨN,αcc¯ (q)
× χJMPCm1,m2 (Pˆ, qˆ, α)b†(pc,m1, i1)
δi1,i2√
Nc
d†(pc¯,m2, i2)|0〉.
(11)
Here α = (L, S), and q is the magnitude of relative mo-
mentum between quark and antiquark. pc =
P
2 + q and
pc¯ =
P
2 −q are the quark and antiquark momenta respec-
tively. The meson spin-orbital wave function is written
using the L−S coupling scheme with L, and S the orbital
angular momentum and spin of the quark-antiquark, re-
spectively,
χJMPCm1,m2 (Pˆ, qˆ, α) =
∑
MS ,ML
YLML(qˆ)〈
1
2
m1;
1
2
m2|SMS〉
× 〈SMS ;LML|JM〉1 + C(−1)
L+S
2
1 + P (−1)L+1
2
.
(12)
3The states are normalized according to
〈P′; J ′M ′P ′C ′N ′|P; JMPCN〉
= 2Ecc¯(2pi)
3δ3(P−P′)δJJ ′δMM ′δPP ′δCC′δNN ′ .
(13)
As mentioned before the meson-to-meson radiative
transitions are calculated with the minimal coupling of
the photon to the quarks, cf. Eq. (1). Explicitly, the
matrix elements are given by
MN→N ′γ
= − eq
2mq(2pi)3
∫
dqdq′ΨN,αcc¯ (q)Ψ
N ′,α′
cc¯ (q
′)
×
∑
m1,m2,m′1,m
′
2
χ∗JMPCm1,m2 (qˆ, α)χ
J′M ′P ′C′
m′1,m
′
2
(qˆ′, α′)(kγ , σγ)
·
[
δ(q′ − q + kγ
2
) (2q′ + iσ × kγ)m1,m′1 δm2m′2
+ δ(q− q′ + kγ
2
) (2q′ + i(σ2σσ2)× kγ)m′2,m2 δm1m′1
]
.
(14)
The spin-orbital wave function χJMPCm1,m2 (qˆ, α) for char-
monium mesons JPC = 0−+, 1−−, 1+−, (0, 1, 2)++ are
tabulated in Appendix A.
B. Hybrid basis and transition matrix elements
It is reasonable to assume that wave function of hy-
brids with non relativistic quarks are similar to those
of gluelumps which contain static quarks. In construc-
tion of hybrid wave functions we thus follow the coupling
scheme optimized for gluelump studies [14]. The QQ¯g
state is obtained by initially coupling the QQ¯ relative
angular momentum L to the total gluon spin Jg. The
resulting angular momentum j is then coupled to the to-
tal quark-antiquark spin S to give the total spin of the
hybrid state J . The hybrid state with total spin and it
projection, J ,M , parity P , charge conjugation C is then
given by
|JMPCN〉 =
∑
α=(JgS,L,j)
∫
dk
(2pi)3
dq
(2pi)3
ΨN,αcc¯g (k, q)
×
∑
m1,m2,σ
1√
CFNc
χJMPCm1,m2,σ(kˆ, qˆ, α)
× b†(k
2
+ q,m1, i1)T
a
i1,i2d
†(
k
2
− q,m2, i2)a†(−k, σ, a)|0〉.
(15)
Here q is the relative momentum between the quark-
antiquark and k is the momentum of the gluon in the
overall center of mass frame. The spin-orbital wave func-
tion χJMPCm1,m2,σ(kˆ, qˆ, α) describes the (L+Jg)+S coupling
and σ = ±1 represents the gluon helicity
χJMPCm1,m2,σ(kˆ, qˆ, α) =
√
2Jg + 1
4pi
1 + C(−1)L+S+1
2
×
∑
MS ,ML,Mg,m
YLML(q)〈
1
2
m1,
1
2
m2|SMS〉
× 〈JgMg, LML|jm〉〈jm, SMS |JM〉
× (−1)
Jg
√
2
D
∗Jg
Mg,−σ(kˆ)
[
δσ,1 + P (−1)Jg+L+1δσ,−1
]
.
(16)
The parity and charge conjugation are given by
P = ξ(−1)Jg+L+1 , C = (−1)L+S+1 , (17)
respectively. Here ξ = +1 corresponds to the TM (natu-
ral parity) and ξ = −1 for TE (unnatural parity) gluon
state that are given be |σ = +1〉 + ξ|σ = −1〉 combina-
tions of gluon helicity states. As expected, both P and
C are a product of the QQ¯ and gluon parity and charge
conjugation and are given by
Pq = (−1)L+1 , Pg = ξ(−1)Jg
Cq = (−1)L+S , Cg = −1. (18)
The state is normalized in the same way as the normal-
ization of conventional meson state in Eq.(13). For the
lowest four hybrids we are considering [15], (L, J
PgCg
g ) =
(0, 1+−), which correspond to the gluon in the TE mode.
Coupling the TE gluon with the color octet QQ¯ state in
L = 0, produces a hybrid state with the intermediate an-
gular momentum j = L + Jg = 1. Adding the quark spin
S = 0, 1, and ignoring hyperfine splitting we obtain four
low lying hybrids with quantum numbers, JPC = 1−−
for S = 0 and JPC = 0−+, 1−+, 2−+ for S = 1. It is
worth noting that the hybrid with exotic quantum num-
bers 1−+ appears in this lowest multiplet and is predicted
to have the QQ¯ pair in spin-1.
The matrix elements for the hybrid-to-meson radiative
transition are given by
4MN→N ′γ = eqg
2
4mq
Nc
√
CF√
2
∫
dk
(2pi)3
dq
(2pi)3
dq′
(2pi)3
ΨN,αcc¯g (k, q)Ψ
N ′,α′
cc¯ (q
′)
1√
ωkγωk∆E
×
∑
m1m2σ
∑
m′1m
′
2
χ∗JMPCm1,m2,σ(kˆ, qˆ, α)χ
J′M ′P ′C′
m′1,m
′
2
(qˆ′, α′)
∫
dqgqg · ∗(−k, σ)K(1)(|k
2
+ qg|, |k
2
− qg|)
× (kγ , σγ) ·
{
δ(q + qg − q′ − kγ
2
)
[
2(q′ +
k
4
− qg
2
) + iσ × kγ
]
m1,m′1
δm2m′2
+ δ(q + qg − q′ + kγ
2
)
[
2(q′ − k
4
− qg
2
) + i(σ2σσ2)× kγ
]
m′2,m2
δm1m′1
}
. (19)
The explicit form of the spin-wave functions are summa-
rized in the Appendix A. In Fig. 1, we illustrate one of
the four possible ways of coupling the photon to a quark
line.
pc + kγ pc · !kγ
pc
kγ
pc¯
T a
f bacq′ · !∗−k
T b
q′ + k
q′
−k
k
2 + q
k
2 − q
FIG. 1: Diagrammatic representation of one possible configu-
ration for hybrid to meson radiative transitions contributing
to the matrix element in Eq. (19).
III. RADIATIVE TRANSITIONS: NUMERICAL
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Conventional mesons
We have considered a total of fifteen transitions be-
tween conventional charmonia. Even though some of the
transitions considered here vanish due to charge conjuga-
tion, we investigate the underlying matrix elements with
photon attached to only one of the quarks. Some of these
C-violating results can be compared with lattice results
reported in [29], and others constitute our predictions.
Using the model described in Sec. II, we present below
the final expressions for the matrix elements and decay
widths computed from
Γ(N → N ′γ)
=
∫
dΩγ
1
32pi2
kγ
m2N
1
2JN + 1
∑
σγ ,MN ,MN′
|MN→N ′γ |2.
(20)
A summary of numerical results is given in Table I, in-
cluding ratios of decay widths relative to Γ(χc2 → γJ/ψ),
e.g. RN→N ′ ≡ Γ(N → N ′γ)/Γ(χc2 → γJ/ψ), which are
compared to model calculations from [26]. We also dis-
cuss the transition amplitudes |Vˆ | and |Fˆk| introduced in
[27, 29] in the context of analysis of lattice data. Here Fˆk
represents either electric, Eˆk or magnetic, Mˆk multipole
and Vˆ is the dipole magnetic multipole for the transition
involving a vector and a pseudoscalar meson,
|Fˆ |2 = |Fˆ1|2 = 1
8e2q
∑
σγ ,MN ,MN′
|MN→N ′γ |2,
|Vˆ |2 = (mN +mN ′)
2
32e2qm
2
Nk
2
γ
∑
σγ ,MN ,MN′
|MN→N ′γ |2. (21)
For the radial wave functions we use a harmonic oscilla-
tor approximation with a width parameter β = 0.5 GeV .
This leads to some differences with respect to the other
potential-quark results of [26], where a Coulomb plus lin-
ear plus and hyperfine interactions were used to compute
the wave functions. Finally, we calculate the transition
amplitudes for charge conjugation violating transitions,
|Fˆ |/2. The factor of two is introduced to account for the
fact that photon couples to a single quark. Our findings
are summarized below.
1. χc2(2
++)→ hc(1+−)γ
A summary of recent experimental results on the de-
cays of charmonium can be found in [42]. To the best
of our knowledge, however, this transition has not been
measured. It corresponds to a magnetic dipole, which
in general are expected to be weaker than the electric
5dipole transition. The matrix element corresponding to
the dominant, M1 transition is given by
MN→N ′γ = − eq
mq
3i
4pi
∗ijM [kγ × (kγ , σγ)]i jM ′A, (22)
where mq and eq = (2/3)
√
4piαem are the charm quark
mass and charge, respectively. Here ijM and 
i
M are
the spin-2 and spin-1 polarization vectors, respectively
and the scalar function A is given in the Appendix B.
Using the harmonic oscillator wave function we obtain
Γ = 0.1 keV. The difference with respect to the expres-
sions given in [26] can be traced to an intrinsic ambiguity
in normalization of the wave functions, i.e the difference
is of the order of Ecc¯f /M
cc¯
i − 1. A more extended the-
oretical and experimental report on heavy quarkonium
physics is given in [43], where the effects of higher order
relativistic corrections are discussed.
2. χc2(2
++)→ J/ψ(1−−)γ
This tensor-to-vector transition has been studied in
potential-quark models [25, 26] and also on the lattice
[29]. There is experimental evidence for transitions in-
volving radial excitations of the tensor states χ′c2 →
J/ψγ and χ′′c2 → J/ψγ, but in this paper we focus on
the ground state tensor, χc2. The corresponding matrix
element is given by
MN→N ′γ = − eq
mq
√
3
2pi
∗ijM 
i
M ′
j(kγσγ)D, (23)
with D given in the Appendix A. The multipole decom-
position, Eq. (D1) yields an electric dipole E1, magnetic
quadrupole M2 and electric octopole E3, with E1 be-
ing the leading one. The calculated value for the de-
cay width of Γ = 363 keV in our model agrees with ex-
perimental data [44] and lattice calculations [29]. The
FermiLab-E760 [45], BES-collaboration [46] and CLEO
collaboration [47] have all reported this transition. The
PDG [44] reports a decay width Γ = 380 keV. The
potential-quark models give a width within the range of
Γ ≈ 289 − 424 keV. The electric dipole transition am-
plitude value from lattice calculations is |Fˆ | = |Eˆ1| =
1.97 GeV and it is obtained by extrapolating the elec-
tric dipole form factor to the physical photon point
Eˆ1(Q→ 0) = Eˆ1. All results are summarized in Table I.
3. hc(1
+−)→ χc1(1++)γ
To the best of our knowledge there is no experimen-
tal information about this transition. The only observed
transition between the hc(1
+−) and another cc¯ meson is
hc(1
+−) → ηc(0−+)γ [44], which we discuss later. The
matrix element for this transition is given by
MN→N ′γ = eq
mq
3
4pi
√
2
εijkεilm
∗j
M 
k
M ′k
l
γ
m(kγ , σγ)A.
(24)
To leading order in photon momentum the M1 transition
dominates . We find Γ = 239× 10−6 keV, which is small
due to a limited phase space available for the decay.
4. hc(1
+−)→ χc0(0++)γ
Unlike the other transitions considered so far, the mag-
nitude of photon momentum in this mode is large i.e of
the same order of magnitude as in the other measured
magnetic dipole transition J/ψ(1−−) → ηc(0−+)γ. The
matrix element is given by
MN→N ′γ = eq
mq
√
3i
4pi
∗M · [kγ × (kγ , σγ)]A. (25)
The multipole decomposition Eq. (D1) implies domi-
nance of a magnetic dipole M1. Because of the large
photon momentum, |kγ | = 100 MeV for this decay we
find Γ = 0.6 keV, which is comparable with the de-
cay width expected for the magnetic dipole transition
Γ(J/ψ → ηcγ).
5. hc(1
+−)→ ηc(0−+)γ
This transition corresponds to the only observed tran-
sition involving the hc(1
+−) meson. The multipole de-
composition Eq. (D1) implies an electric dipole E1 tran-
sition. The matrix element can be expressed as
MN→N ′γ = − eq
mq
2
√
3
4pi
∗M · (kγ , σγ)D. (26)
The experiment reports [44] Γ = 372 keV. The potential-
quark models [25, 26] report a decay width in the range
Γ ≈ 352 − 498 keV and lattice [27] reports Γ ≈ 601 −
663 keV. Our model yields Γ = 416 keV, which is con-
sistent with these results.
6. χc1(1
++)→ J/ψ(1−−)γ
This transition has been reported experimentally and
it was studied on the lattice [27] with the later giving
a central value somewhat above the experimental data
albeit with a sizable error. The results of our model
seems to be in good agreement with experiment. The
matrix element for this transition is given by
MN→N ′γ = eq
mq
√
6i
4pi
∗M · [M ′ × (kγ , σγ)]D. (27)
The multipole decomposition Eq. (D1) implies the elec-
tric dipole E1 and the magnetic quadrupole M2 are the
6two leading matrix elements. The experiment reports
[44] Γ = 302 keV. The potential quark-models gives the
width within the range Γ ≈ 215 − 314 keV. This model
yields Γ = 333 keV.
7. χc0(0
++)→ J/ψ(1−−)γ
The multipole decomposition Eq. (D1) for this transi-
tion implies the leading transition is the dipole electric
E1. The matrix element for this transition is given by
MN→N ′γ = eq
mq
1
2pi
(kγ , σγ) · M ′D. (28)
The experiment reports [44] Γ = 123 keV. The potential
quark-models report the decay width within the range
Γ ≈ 105− 152 keV. We find the value Γ = 265 keV.
Our results indicate approximately the same decay
width 265 − 363 GeV for all transitions that involve
the charmonium multiplet (0, 1, 2)++ decaying to the
J/ψ(1−−). Experimental data [44], however, indicates
that the decay width Γ(χc0(0
++) → J/ψγ) is approxi-
mately one third of Γ(χc2(2
++) → J/ψγ). The discrep-
ancy is related to our simple approximation for the wave
function, which ignores hyperfine and spin-orbit inter-
actions [25, 26]. This example demonstrates that char-
monium transitions can indeed be used to pin down the
quark wave function.
8. J/ψ(1−−)→ ηc(0−+)γ
This is a magnetic dipole vector-pseudoscalar transi-
tion between two 1S-states. The photon momentum for
this transition is about 116 MeV and the transition am-
plitude Vˆ is calculated as is shown in Eq. (21).
The matrix element for this transition is given by
MN→N ′γ = − eq
mq
i
4pi
∗M · [kγ × (kγ , σγ)]J , (29)
where J is defined in Appendix B.
The experiment [44] reports Γ(J/ψ → ηcγ) = 1.5 keV
for this transition. The potential-quark model result is
in the range Γ ≈ 1.9− 2.9 keV and we find Γ = 2.9 keV.
There are a few magnetic dipole transitions experimen-
tally reported for charmonium below the DD¯-threshold
(3.73 GeV), [44]. These are given by J/ψ(1S) →
ηc(1S)γ, ψ(2S) → ηc(2S)γ and ψ(2S) → ηc(1S)γ. The
last two correspond to radial excitations of S-states. In
this work, we only consider ground states for charmo-
nium.
C-violating meson-to-meson transitions
In additional to the allowed transitions, we investi-
gated possible charge conjugation violation matrix ele-
ments which include: χc1 → ηcγ, χc1 → χc0γ, hc →
J/ψγ, χc2 → ηcγ, χc2 → χc0γ and χc2 → χc1γ. The fi-
nite matrix element for these transitions is obtained when
photon is coupled to a single quark line. The dominant
O(kγ) matrix elements are found for χc1 → χc0γ and
χc2 → χc1γ.
9. χc1(1
++)→ χc0(0++)γ
The one-quark-line matrix element for this transition
is given by
MN→N ′γ = − eq
mq
√
3i
4pi
√
2
∗M · [kγ × (kγ , σγ)]A, (30)
which according to Eq. (D1) corresponds to a mag-
netic dipole M1. The value obtained in this model is
|Fˆ |CV = 0.17 GeV, which corresponds to the magnetic
dipole transition amplitude defined by
|Fˆ |2CV =
1
2e2q
∑
σγ ,MN ,MN′
|MN→N ′γ |2. (31)
10. χc2(2
++)→ χc1(1++)γ
The one-quark-line matrix element for this transition
is given by
MN→N ′γ = eq
mq
3i
8pi
√
2
εiklεjml
∗ij
M 
m
M ′ [kγ × (kγ , σγ)]kA,
(32)
which according to Eq. (D1) corresponds to M1, E2 and
M3 transitions. For |Fˆ |CV defined in Eq. (31) we obtain
|Fˆ |CV = 0.10 GeV.
In Table I we summarize our findings and compare with
the non-relativistic potential-quark model of [26] and,
when available with the transitions amplitudes TA =
|Fˆ |, |Vˆ | from lattice computations [27, 29]. We use a sin-
gle scale parameter for all wave functions, while in the
analysis of lattice data the scale is fitted independently
for each transition. The specific values are shown in Tab.
I. The photon momentum for each transition is given by
kγ = (M
2
N −M2N ′)/2MN .
B. Hybrid-to-meson radiative decays
We have studied 24 possible hybrid to meson radiative
transitions, including matrix elements for C-violating
modes. The results are discussed below. In Table II,
7TABLE I: Conventional cc¯ meson transitions compared to NR-potential model, lattice calculations and the PDG values, when
available. The charge violating transitions, described in the text are denoted by CV. The input charmonium meson masses
have been taken form the non-relativistic model of [26]. The width parameter in the present model is fixed at β = 0.5 GeV
and the ratio R is defined in the text.
Transition kγ [MeV] R R [26] TA [GeV] (TA, β) [GeV] [27, 29] Γ[keV] Γ[keV][44]
(χc2 → hcγ)M1 40 3.2× 10−4 - |Fˆ | = 0.12 - 0.1 -
(χc2 → χc1γ)CV 45 zero - |Fˆ |CV = 0.10 - zero -
(χc2 → χc0γ)CV 138 zero - zero - zero -
(χc2 → J/ψγ)E1 429 1 1 |Fˆ | = 2.02 (|Fˆ | = 1.97, 0.55) 363 380
(χc2 → ηcγ)CV 530 zero - zero - zero -
(hc → χc1γ)M1 5 ∼ 10−7 - |Fˆ | = 0.01 - ∼ 10−3 -
(hc → χc0γ)M1 100 1.7× 10−3 - |Fˆ | = 0.13 - 0.6 -
(hc → J/ψγ)CV 394 zero - zero - zero -
(hc → ηcγ)E1 504 1.14 1.17 |Eˆ1| = 1.54 (|Eˆ1| = 1.85, 0.69) 416 372
(χc1 → χc0γ)CV 95 zero - |Fˆ |CV = 0.17 - zero -
(χc1 → J/ψγ)E1 390 0.92 0.74 |Eˆ1| = 1.56 (|Eˆ1| = 1.88, 0.56) 333 302
(χc1 → ηcγ)CV 492 zero - zero - zero -
(χc0 → J/ψγ)E1 303 0.73 0.36 |Eˆ1| = 1.33 (|Eˆ1| = 0.83, 0.54) 265 123
(χc0 → ηcγ)CV 408 zero - zero - zero -
(J/ψ → ηcγ)M1 116 7.9× 10−3 6.8× 10−3 |Vˆ | = 1.98/GeV (|Vˆ | = 1.85/GeV, 0.54) 2.9 1.5
we quote the expected decay ratios for these transitions
when using mhyb = 4.35 GeV for the spin-averaged mass
of the lowest hybrid multiplet 1−−, (0, 1, 2)−+. To min-
imize sensitivity to the wave functions we also quote the
ratio of hybrid decay amplitudes computed in the model,
cf. Eq. (21) to those computed using lattice simulations
[29]. Specifically, from lattice simulations two widths are
quoted. The Y (1−−) → ηcγ, transition from a hybrid-
vector, Y is a magnetic dipole with the decay width given
by
Γ(Y → ηcγ) = αk3γ
64
27
|Vˆ |2
(mY +mηc)
2
, (33)
where the magnetic dipole matrix element Vˆ = 0.28
yields Γ(Y → ηcγ) = 42 keV. The second transition
reported in [29] is ηc1(1
−+) → J/ψ(1−−)γ from the ex-
otic hybrid ηc1 , which is also of a magnetic dipole type,
with the decay width given by
Γ(ηc1 → J/ψγ) = αkγ
16
27
|Fˆ |2
m2ηc1
, (34)
and the matrix element, Fˆ = 0.69 GeV gives Γ(ηc1 →
J/ψγ) = 115 keV. As it is shown below, all hybrid tran-
sition amplitudes in our model depend on a single fac-
tor |Z0| that is determined by the hybrid meson wave
function. We will use the two magnetic dipole matrix
elements, Mˆ1 and Fˆ to normalize this factor to make
predictions for transitions not yet reported but calcula-
ble on our model.
For the C-violating matrix elements we will use the
transition 1−+ → 0++γ from [29] to normalize the rele-
vant wave function overlap factor in our model.
1. Y (1−−)→ ηc(0−+)γ
This transition involves a hybrid vector meson state
denoted as Y . Lattice simulation of charmonium (as well
as light quark mesons) predict a vector state located be-
tween first and second resonance region i.e. above the
first radial and orbital excitation of the ground state
spin-one qq¯. Experimentally the Y (4260) is a possible
candidate for this hybrid in the charmonium spectrum
and the Y (2175) is the hybrid candidate in the ss¯ sector
[48]. The transition between hybrid vector and ordinary
pseudoscalar cc¯ meson, is of magnetic dipole type and
the matrix elements are given by
MN→N ′γ = eq
mq
3i
64pi
3
2
∗M · [kγ × (kγ , σγ)]Z0, (35)
where Z0 involves an integral over meson wave functions,
the scalar function K1(k, q), the gluon absorption kernel
and the Green’s function 1/∆E.
The quantity κ21 defined by
Γ(Y → ηcγ)M1 = αk3γκ21 (36)
can be compared with the lattice result given in Eq. (33),
κ1 =
1
32
√
3pi
3
2mq
|Z0|
mY
=
8
3
√
3
|Vˆ |
(mY +mηc)
, (37)
8This gives a relation between Z0 and the magnetic dipole
form factor Vˆ and using the lattice value of Vˆ = 0.28 we
obtain κ21 = 3.47× 10−3 GeV−2 and it corresponds to a
decay width of Γ(Y → ηcγ)M1 = 40 keV. The difference
between the reported value by lattice and this model is
due to the values of the masses for the hybrid and me-
son states used to calculate the photon momentum. The
reason we take the lattice measurement to normalize Z0
is because of uncertainties in its computation within the
model. It requires knowledge of the hybrid wave func-
tion, which in turn requires solving the three-body prob-
lem, cf. Eq. (5). We leave this for future investigations
and here focus instead on symmetry relations implied by
existence of the light hybrid multiplet.
Using the value for |Z0|2 or equivalently κ21 estimated
above, we can now make a prediction for the other three
nonzero hybrid radiative transitions that in our model are
determined by the same wave function overlap. These are
0−+ → J/ψ(1−−)γ, ηc1(1−+)→ J/ψ(1−−)γ and 2−+ →
J/ψ(1−−)γ. The results are summarized in Table II.
2. 0−+ → J/ψ(1−−)γ
This is also a dipole magnetic transition. As it is shown
below, the model predicts that any difference with re-
spect to Y (1−−)→ ηc(0−+)γ is only due to the available
phase space as determined by the magnitude of the pho-
ton momentum, kγ . The matrix element for this transi-
tion is given by
MN→N ′γ = − eq
mq
i
√
3
64pi
3
2
M ′ · [kγ × (kγ , σγ)]Z0. (38)
The normalized results for transition with respect to lat-
tice magnetic dipole form factors are summarized in Ta-
ble II.
3. ηc1(1
−+)→ J/ψ(1−−)γ
The multipole decomposition for this transition in-
cludes a magnetic dipole and an electric quadrupole tran-
sitions but to lowest order in photon momentum the mag-
netic dipole transition dominates. The corresponding
matrix element is given by
MN→N ′γ = eq
mq
3
√
2
128pi
3
2
(∗M × M ′) · [(kγ , σγ)× kγ ]Z0,
(39)
and the decay width is given by Γ(ηc1 → J/ψγ)M1 =
αkγκ
2
2, where we have defined κ2 as
κ2 ≡ kγ
32
√
3pi
3
2mq
|Z0|
mηc1
=
4
3
√
3
|Fˆ |
mηc1
. (40)
Using the lattice value Fˆ = 0.69 GeV we find
κ22 = 1.49× 10−2 (41)
TABLE II: Expected decay widths for the nonzero hybrid to
meson radiative transitions. The input charmonium meson
masses have been taken form the non relativistic model in
[26] and the mass of the hybrid multiplet was set to mhyb =
4.35 GeV .
Transition Γ for κ1 [KeV] Γ for κ2 [KeV]
(Y1 → ηcγ)M1 39 126
(0−+ → J/ψγ)M1 32 116
(ηc1 → J/ψγ)M1 32 116
(2−+ → J/ψγ)M1 32 116
We can now estimate the difference in |Z0|2 obtained
using the two lattice results as normalizers. We find
|Z0|Fˆ ≈ 2× |Z0|Vˆ (42)
where the subscript indicates which lattice matrix ele-
ment is used in the determination. This result implies
significant dependence of Z0 on the process and can be
interpreted as a measure of the difference in the wave
functions of the 1−− and 1−+ hybrids. This discrepancy
is also seen in the ratio R = Γ(Y → ηcγ)/Γ(ηc1 → J/ψγ)
which is approximately 0.37 on the lattice while our
model predicts R ≈ 1 for the whole hybrid super multi-
plet. In Table II, we show the predictions for the decay
widths normalized using both κ1 and κ2
4. 2−+ → J/ψ(1−−)γ
The hybrid 2−+ is the last remaining member of light-
est hybrid multiplet considered here. Since no pseudo-
tensor charmonium transition has been observed (not
even one fitting any of the ordinary cc¯ meson multiplets)
, the results of this model may be relevant to future ex-
perimental searches. The matrix element corresponding
to this transition is given by
MN→N ′γ = eq
mq
3i
64pi
3
2
∗ijM 
j
M ′ [kγ × (kγ , σγ)]iZ0. (43)
The predictions are summarized in Table II.
C-violating hybrid transitions
Two charge conjugation violating matrix elements have
been reported in [29]. Both involve the exotic hybrid and
they are, 1−+ → 0−+γ and 1−+ → 0++γ. In our model
the matrix element for the 1−+ → 0−+γ transition van-
ishes identically. The reason is that in the matrix element
for the photon coupling to the quark i.e. the two terms
in the curly brackets in Eq. (19) only the spin-flip term
contributes but does not bring any gluon momentum (k)
9contribution. Therefore, all the gluon momentum depen-
dence comes from the Coulomb interaction Eq. (6) and
the hybrid wave function Eq. (A2). Thus, after perform-
ing the gluon angular integration Eq. (C1), the transition
matrix element gives exactly zero from the term propor-
tional to ∼ εijkqˆigqˆkg = 0.
The matrix elements for the other, non-vanishing C-
violating transitions are summarized below.
MY→hcγ = κ3eq
3i
16(4pi)
3
2
(∗M × M ′) · (kγ , σγ),
M0−+→χc1γ = κ3eq
√
6
16(4pi)
3
2
(kγ , σγ) · M ′ ,
Mηc1→χc0γ = −κ3eq
√
6
16(4pi)
3
2
∗M · (kγ , σγ),
Mηc1→χc1γ = −κ3eq
3i
32(4pi)
3
2
(∗M × M ′) · (kγ , σγ),
Mηc1→χc2γ = κ3eq
3
√
2
32(4pi)
3
2
εijkεilm
∗j
M 
l(kγ , σγ)
km
M ′ ,
M2−+→χc1γ = κ3eq
3
√
2
32(4pi)
3
2
εijkεlkm
∗il
M 
j(kγ , σγ)
∗m
M ′ ,
M2−+→χc2γ = −κ3eq
3i
16(4pi)
3
2
εijkε
∗il
M 
j(kγ , σγ)ε
lk
M ′ ,
(44)
where κ3 is defined as
κ3 ≡ Nc
√
CF
mq
|Z1| = 16(4pi)
3
2√
6
|Eˆ1|CV . (45)
It is observed that, as before, all matrix elements de-
pend on a single wave function overlap factor Z1, given
in the Appendix. To determine the common factor κ3
for all the nonzero hybrid C-violating transitions found
in our model we use the transition amplitude (|Eˆ1|CV =
0.34GeV) from lattice simulations reported for 1−+ →
0++γ. Therefore, using Eq. (31), κ3 = 98.93 GeV. The
numerical results shown in Table III constitute predic-
tions of the model.
TABLE III: C-violating expected amplitudes.
Transition |Eˆ1| for κ3 [GeV]
Y → hcγ 0.60
0−+ → χc1γ 0.34
ηc1 → χc0γ 0.34
ηc1 → χc1γ 0.30
ηc1 → χc2γ 0.38
2−+ → χc1γ 0.38
2−+ → χc2γ 0.66
IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We studied radiative decays of conventional
charmonia and charmonium hybrids. Ordi-
nary cc¯-mesons with quantum numbers JPC ,
ηc(0
−+), J/ψ(1−−), χc0(0++), χc1(1++), hc(1+−), χc2(2++)
were used as benchmark where we considered the min-
imal coupling of the photon to the non-relativistic
quarks. Simple harmonic oscillator wave functions with
fixed size parameter were used to calculate the decay
widths. We have compared our results with other models
[25, 26] and found a reasonable agreement. A few new
predictions for transition amplitudes were presented
including charge violating transitions amplitudes.
To describe hybrid decays we considered a model based
on an effective QCD Hamiltonian that describes non-
relativistic quarks interacting with (relativistic) gluons
and is constructed from the QCD in the Coulomb gauge
by applying Foldy-Wouthuysen transformation. We have
derived all relevant matrix elements, which can be com-
puted given a model for a hybrid meson wave function.
We considered decays of states from the hybrid multiplet
1−−, (0; 1; 2)−+ with 1−+ being the exotic state. There
are 24 possible radiative transitions between this mul-
tiplet and ground state charmonia. The decay widths
obtained in this model were normalized with respect
to the two reported lattice transition amplitudes for
Γ(Y (1−−) → ηcγ) and Γ(ηc1(1−+) → J/ψγ). The other
two Γ(0−+ → J/ψγ) and Γ(2−+ → J/ψγ) constitute
predictions of the model. In general the model predicts
R = Γ(N→N ′γ)Γ(ηc1(1−+)→J/ψγ) ≈ 1 for the whole hybrid multi-
plet while lattice reports R = Γ(Y (1−−)→ηcγ)Γ(ηc1(1−+)→J/ψγ) = 0.37.
We also investigated C-violating matrix elements involv-
ing hybrids The model predicts several of such matrix
elements to be nonzero and we used the lattice transi-
tion amplitude for ηc1(1
−+) → 0++γ as normalizer to
constrain out predictions.
In absence of spin-dependent interactions, the model
leads to a degenerate hybrid multiplet. While this pre-
diction is not too far from lattice findings, the differences
in transition matrix elements obtained from lattice simu-
lations can be used to probe the wave functions predicted
by the model. This requires solving the hybrid meson
Shro¨dingier equation. A simplified variational attempt
has been made in [15] and in the future we hope to ob-
tain a more realistic description of hybrid mesons wave
functions.
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Appendix A: Meson and Hybrid spin-orbital wave
functions
The conventional cc¯ meson spin-orbital wave functions
are given by
χJMPCm1,m2 (0
−+) =
1
2
√
2pi
[iσ2]m1m2 ,
χJMPCm1,m2 (1
−−) =
1
2
√
2pi
[σ(iσ2)]m1m2 · M ,
χJMPCm1,m2 (0
++) = − 1
2
√
2pi
[σ(iσ2)]m1m2 · qˆ,
χJMPCm1,m2 (1
++) = −
√
3
4
√
pi
[σσ2]m1m2 · qˆ× M ,
χJMPCm1,m2 (1
+−) =
√
3
2
√
2pi
[iσ2]m1m2 qˆ · M ,
χJMPCm1,m2 (2
++) =
√
3
2
√
2pi
∑
ij
[
σi(iσ2)
]
m1m2
qˆjijM .
(A1)
The hybrid spin-orbital wave functions are given by
χ∗JMPCm1,m2,σ(1
−−)
= −
√
3
8pi
[iσ2]m2m1(−k, σ) · ∗M [δσ,1 − δσ,−1] ,
χ∗JMPCm1,m2,σ(0
−+)
=
1
8pi
[(iσ2)σ]m2m1 · (−k, σ) [δσ,1 − δσ,−1] ,
χ∗JMPCm1,m2,σ(1
−+)
=
√
3
8pi
√
2
[σ2σ]m2m1 · (−k, σ)× ∗M [δσ,1 − δσ,−1] ,
χ∗JMPCm1,m2σ (2
−+)
= −
√
3
8pi
∑
ij
[
(iσ2)σ
j
]
m2m1
i(−k, σ)∗ijM [δσ,1 − δσ,−1] .
(A2)
Appendix B: Meson to meson relevant expressions
The radiative transitions between two conventional
mesons produce the following set integrations∫
dq
(2pi)3
ΨN,αcc¯ (q)Ψ
N ′,α′
cc¯ (q) = J ,∫
dq
(2pi)3
ΨN,αcc¯ (q)Ψ
N ′,α′
cc¯ (|q−
kγ
2
|)qˆiqˆj = Aδij + Bkˆiγ kˆjγ ,∫
dq
(2pi)3
ΨN,αcc¯ (q)Ψ
N ′,α′
cc¯ (|q−
kγ
2
|)qqˆiqˆj = Dδij + Gkˆiγ kˆjγ ,
(B1)
and
A =
∫
dq
(2pi)3
ΨN,αcc¯ (q)Ψ
N ′,α′
cc¯ (|q−
kγ
2
|)
(
1− yˆ2
2
)
B =
∫
dq
(2pi)3
ΨN,αcc¯ (q)Ψ
N ′,α′
cc¯ (|q−
kγ
2
|)
(
3yˆ2 − 1
2
)
,
D =
∫
dq
(2pi)3
ΨN,αcc¯ (q)Ψ
N ′,α′
cc¯ (|q−
kγ
2
|)q
(
1− yˆ2
2
)
,
G =
∫
dq
(2pi)3
ΨN,αcc¯ (q)Ψ
N ′,α′
cc¯ (|q−
kγ
2
|)q
(
3yˆ2 − 1
2
)
,
(B2)
where yˆ = qˆ · kˆγ .
Appendix C: Hybrid to meson relevant expressions
In the hybrid to meson radiative transition, the inte-
grals over the direction of gluon momentum produce the
following set of relations∫
dkˆK(1)(|k
2
+ qg|, |k
2
− qg|)kˆikˆj
= A(k, qg)δij + B(k, qg)qˆigqˆjg, (C1)
with qg = (q
′ − q + kγ2 ) and x = qˆg · kˆ
A(k, qg) =
∫
dkˆK(1)(|k
2
+ qg|, |k
2
− qg|)1− x
2
2
,
B(k, qg) =
∫
dkˆK(1)(|k
2
+ qg|, |k
2
− qg|)3x
2 − 1
2
.
(C2)
To leading order in photon momentum (qg → |q′ − q|)
we use the following notation
Z0 = g2
∫
k2dk
(2pi)3
dq
(2pi)3
dq′
(2pi)3
ΨN,αcc¯g (k, q)Ψ
N ′,α′
cc¯ (q
′)
× k√
ωk(∆E)
A(k, |q′ − q|). (C3)
The dependence on the QCD coupling g2 is a consequence
of the presence of the gluon in the hybrid meson wave
function as discussed in Section II.
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Hybrid to meson C-violating relations
The C-violating transitions are given by terms propor-
tional to A(k, |q′ − q|)(q′ − q)iqˆ′j , thus, the expressions
in the C-violating hybrid to meson transitions can be
simplified to
Z1 = g
2
3
∫
k2dk
(2pi)3
dq
(2pi)3
dq′
(2pi)3
ΨN,αcc¯g (k, q)Ψ
N ′,α′
cc¯ (q
′)
× k√
ωk(∆E)
A(k, |q′ − q|) (q′ − qzˆ) . (C4)
Appendix D: Multipole decomposition and width
decay
We need to determine the type of transition through
the multipole decomposition. The simplest way is to con-
sider that the photon moves in the −zˆ direction as in [27],
so that, the multipole decomposition is given by
M(λγ = ±) =
∑
l
√
2l + 1
2J + 1
〈l ∓ 1, J ′λ± 1|Jλ〉
× [El 1
2
(1 + (−1)lδP )∓Ml 1
2
(1− (−1)lδP )],
(D1)
where the transition can be represented as (Jλ) →
(J ′λ′) + (γλγ), and δP is the product of the initial and
final meson parities.
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